
St Thomas Cemetery Board 
Another season of caring for the cemetery is coming to 
an end.  The hot daytime temperatures deny it is time to 
prepare the cemetery for winter.  However, the chillier 
nights, the colors of fall in the leaves and meadows, the 
rows of bales, the cattle coming home, the rumble of 
cattle trucks are reminders of what season is next. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Please facilitate preparing the cemetery for winter by removing flowers and mementos from 
gravesites by October 25th.  Statuary and remembrance rocks can remain.   

Holiday, seasonal, and special remembrances can be placed on the graves beginning 
November 1st. If you want these tributes, please remove them when the ground thaws. 
Spring cleaning will begin when only drifts remain. 

The faux pedals, stems, and entire flowers that were scattered throughout the cemetery last 
season weren’t replaced with a new crop. The strong winds didn’t shred the flowers. 
However, like last year, many bows and ribbons were no match for the wind. Their roundup 
didn’t take long. 

This season the cemetery became a site for picnics and children running and tumbling 
throughout the cemetery, dancing on graves, and laughing. Adults decided to alter their 
plans for Memorial Day. After visiting loved ones’ graves, a time of quiet celebration of life 
followed. How nice.  Memorial Day was serenely festive at the cemetery. A pleasant day for 
everyone, followed by more of the same throughout the summer. 

As this landscaping season comes to an end, we remember those who left us this year and 
all those buried in this peaceful cemetery.  Please, especially remember the veterans on 
November 11.  Many are buried in this cemetery.  And once again, especially remember 
Kathy.  Her hours of dedication remain evident throughout the cemetery. 

We want to thank the following for their assistance: 
Tommy Applegate for helping with spring clean-up and removing rock              
      under the Geary Bros. fence, making weed eating less time consuming, 
Bradshaw crew for helping with spring clean-up, 
Brian and Joe Bradshaw for “helping” the rodents move on, 
Dan Coughlin for constructing the map frame, 
Bob Geary for helping with spring cleanup, 
Geary Bros. for donating fuel, 



Jake Geary for removing rock under Geary Bros. fence, making 
           weed eating less time consuming, 

Mannix Crew for helping with spring clean-up, 
Mannix Men for care of the grounds when digging and filling graves, 
Mo Mannix for bookkeeping, 
Brad Nordahl for his dedication and expertise mowing and weed eating, 
Bob Shepherd for maintaining the underground watering system, 
Tim Sowa for beautifying his family plots. 
Thank you to all who visited the cemetery and added special care to plots,  
Thank you to anyone inadvertently omitted from this list, 
Thank you for the compliments. 

This long list of thank yous reflects this community’s dedication to “helping out”. In this time 
of the pandemic and rioting, please give thanks to medical personnel and first-responders. 

Next season this season’s projects will be continued: edging graves, removing lichen, and 
removing mineral deposits on the front of headstones. 

  
Thank you in advance for making the gravesites easier to prepare for winter and thus helping 
spring cleaning get underway. 
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